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Digital Solution 
Streamlines Hospitality 

Sales Management 
An established global vacation ownership resorts and fractional-

residential properties company, that provides privileged access to 

over 1,100 hotels and resorts in nearly 100 countries, needed a 

solution to modernize its on-location processes for managing 

vacation property tours.

As part of a commitment to better leverage digital technologies 

and transform both its business and customer experience, the 

company identified an opportunity to streamline its sales process 

and improve the collection and use of marketing (customer-

related) and sales data. 

Instead of using spreadsheets or tracking visitor queues and tour 
group assignments on a white board, the company partnered 
with Catalyst to develop a mobile web app that would:  

 Assign prospects and guides (salespeople) to tour groups.

 Account for prospects’ special requests/needs (such as a tour

guide who spoke a particular language).

 Log key customer and tour guide metrics such as number of
prospects registered for a tour, prospect check-in, start and

end times of tours.

In addition, the property’s sales center manager could use the 

mobile system to ensure that tour groups and prospects were 
evenly assigned to salespeople, fairly dividing the number of 

prospects to tour and nurture. 

Because this was a brand new system, not all endpoints were in 
place when development started. Catalyst’s development team 

used virtualized endpoints to quickly start the Agile process and 
develop a working system as soon as possible. Speed and 
productivity were important to the customer as the sales center 

manager app was seen as a way to immediately improve the 
vacation rental sales process and drive more property 
ownership/rentals. 

A key component was the app’s ability to capture and store 
essential marketing and sales data. For a sophisticated marketing 

organization, this data was critical to measuring and 

managing/optimizing the outcomes generated by individual 
salespeople. As a result, Catalyst had to build a way to regularly and 

automatically safeguard (log) data to a separate system of record through 
a web service.  

AT A GLANCE 

APPLICATION TYPE: 
Internal mobile web app to better manage sales 
pipeline and capture critical sales and marketing data. 

CHALLENGE:  

To move away from an outdated, manual system for 

managing salespeople’s interactions with vacation 
property customers, an established global vacation 

ownership resorts and fractional-residential properties 
company engaged with Catalyst to develop a mobile 

solution that would enable better management of 
salespeople, property tours and customer data 
collection. 

KEY TECHNOLOGIES/SKILLS: 
 AngularJS  Bootstrap  Selenium

 MySQL  Cucumber

CATALYST VALUE ADD: 

 Trusted partner: Catalyst was a trusted partner
and the customer’s parent company had already

recognized Catalyst as its national Agile
transformation partner.

 Rapid response: Fast team deployment and ramp
up resulted in rapid delivery of the enhanced virtual
tour app.

 High levels of quality and productivity
supported by metrics: Iterative delivery of

working product that quickly met sales management
needs.

 Mobile and responsive app experience:

Customer needed a partner with experience
delivering mobile web apps with responsive design.

RESULTS: 
Catalyst built a sales management app from scratch 

and delivered a solution that immediately improved 
sales team management while also streamlining the 

sales process. 
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